To a sales / marketing representative,

GreatestDiveSites.com is a website about scuba diving for divers around the world. Divers can subscribe as a member, upload dive images, link YouTube movies, control their online logbook, add new dive sites and contribute with comments and helpful text.

GreatestDiveSites is one of the fastest growing social diving networks currently on the web and we appreciate your interest in advertising on our website. We are international, attracting visitors around the globe, all extremely interested in scuba diving and snorkelling.

WWW, www.greatestdivesites.com
DETAIL, for example egypt.greatestdivesites.com

All prizes are per month in US dollars.

We offer the following discounts.
Get 6 month for the price of 5.
Get 12 month for the price of only 9.
Let us know your monthly budget and website and we will try to give you a special deal.

High service, personal approach and full help are some of our guidelines.
We try to satisfy each of our advertisers. That's why we wait with our invoice until you are completely satisfied with the ad.
We are open to almost any kind of advertising. If you tell us exactly what you would like, whether it is a text-link, banner or widget, we can discuss if it can be implemented.

For questions you can contact us at market@greatestdivesites.com or through our contact page www.greatestdivesites.com/divesites/contact.
1) Type: Other Interesting Sites box (OIS), Static Text Link on WWW.
Location: Top left side on all webpages on the domain WWW.
Size: A one line static link (approximately 20 to 30 letters). Costs: $20
Size: A two line static link (approximately 40 to 60 letters). Costs: $30

2) Type: Static Alsosee Link (SAL), Rotating Static Banner or Rotating Static Text Link.
Location: Top left side on all webpages on the requested domain.
Size: A graphical banner (size 210x100px) or title and text in this size.
Costs: one domain: $20, multiple domains: $20 + $10 for each extra domain.

3) Type: Static Context Link (SCL), Static Text Link inside the content of a webpage.
WebPage Other: egypt.greatestdivesites.com/dahab. Costs: $5

4) Type: Gold Partner Account, Rotating Static Text Link
Location: Top right side on all webpages on the domain WWW.
Size: A title (approximately 20 to 30 letters) and text (approximately 100 to 200 letters).
Costs: $20 (This includes a Silver Partner Account and Bronze Partner Account)
1) Type: Other Interesting Sites box (OIS), Static Text Link on DETAIL.
Location: Top left side on all webpages on the requested domain.
Size: A one line static link of approximately 20 to 30 letters. Costs: $10
Size: A two line static link of approximately 40 to 60 letters. Costs: $15

2) Type: Static Alsosee Link (SAL), Rotating Static Banner or Rotating Static Text Link.
Location: Top left side on all webpages on the requested domain.
Size: A graphical banner (size 210x100px) or title and text in this size.
Costs: one domain: $20, multiple domains: $20 + $10 for each extra domain.

3) Type: Static Context Link (SCL), Static Text Link inside the content of a webpage.
WebPage Other: egypt.greatestdivesites.com/dahab. Costs: $5

5) Type: Silver Partner Account, Rotating Static Text Link
Location: Top right side on all webpages on the requested domain.
Size: A title (approximately 20 to 30 letters) and text (approximately 100 to 200 letters).
Costs: $10 (This includes a Bronze Partner Account)

6) Type: Bronze Partner Account, Static Text Link
Location: Left side on all webpages on the requested domain.
Size: A one line static link of approximately 20 to 30 letters. Costs: $5